
Daily 40 no. 2 – Aristotle and the Four Simple Bodies and Elements 

Aristotle believed that dry, moist, hot, and cold were the four elements. Hot and dry would make 

fire, hot and moist would make air, etc… By taking out any one thing and replacing it with another, u 

would have a new item. This was the idea of change. 

 

Contradictory to popular belief of the time, Aristotle believed fire, air, water, and earth to be simple 

bodies or rather products of the elements. He knew these elements to be: hot, cold, dry, and moist. He 

lived from 384-322 B.C. and spent the majority of his life in Athens, Greece.  

 

Aristotle was born in 384 BC at Stagirus. He believed that four opposite elements (hot, cold, moist, and 

dry) made of the simple bodies (fire, air, water, and earth). A pair of elements made one simple body. 

Also, by exchanging elements, one simple body could change to other one.  

 

In the 300s B.C., Aristotle argued that there are four earthly elements: earth, air, water, fire, (combinations 

of the “contrarities” hot, cold, wet, and dry), in addition to “aether” of the heavens. All elements strive 

toward their natural placement in the universe and can change from one form to another. 

 

Greek philosopher Aristotle believed that the opposite elements hot, dry, cold and moist formed the 

entities of water, air, fire and water, which he called the simple bodies. He took more of a physiological 

approach to understanding elements and how they work and believed these entities combined, formed the 

elements.  

 

Aristotle was a philosopher who lived from 384 to 322 BC. Aristotle introduced a new idea about nature 

to Greece: opposite forces, like hot, cold, dry, and moist, were elements that made different bodies when 

combined differently. This led later scientists to change their way of thinking about matter. 

 

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) was a Greek philosopher and scientist. He influenced chemistry by introducing 

the 4 bodies: earth, air, water, and fire. He stated that these bodies produced every substance on earth. 

Aristotle’s theory was accepted for 2000 years, but was later proven to be false. 

 

 

 

Aristotle, a Greek philosopher in 4th century BC., contributed a lot to philosophy. Aristotle believed that 

the four natural elements on earth (fire, air, water, earth) were a combination of hot, dry, wet, or cold, and 

they could be transformed into one another.  This was a “primitive” idea of chemical change. 

 

Aristotle developed theories regarding the combination of elements in 300 BC at the various places he 

studied in the eastern Mediterranean and Asia Minor. However, he took a step backwards in reducing the 

elements to hot, cold, moist, and dry, concluding that everything came from combinations of these. 
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Aristotle’s four simple bodies are fire, earth, air, and water. Around 300BC, he stated in Greece that a 

body is composed of two opposite forces: hot versus cold, moist versus dry. The four bodies form a 

cyclical concept in which fire can become air by changing from dry to moist. 

 

Aristotle, a Greek philosopher, who lived from 384-322 BCE, believed that the four simplest elements 

(simple bodies) were hot, cold, moist, and dry.  Fire was hot and dry, Air was hot and moist, Water was 

cold and moist, and Earth was moist and dry.   

 

 Aristotle was born in 384 B.C. in Stagira near Macedonia. He believed that all substances  were   

compounds of earth, water, air and fire and a combination of two of four opposites (hot, cold, wet and 

dry), a step backward from the works of the atomists. 

 

Aristotle's four bodies were made up of air, water, fire, and earth, fire being considered the lightest.  These 

four “elements” were put into categories of hit, cold, moist, and dry. While Aristotle had the 

understanding of combinations, he would later be almost completely disproved by other researchers.  

 

Aristotle was a 4th century BC Greek philosopher who believed that the elements were not earth, water, 

air, and fire, as most people thought, but that these were “simple bodies” within a set of opposites – hot, 

cold, dry, moist – that could be combined to form other substances, such as metals. 

 

Aristotle, born in 384BC, was a Greek philosopher. Other philosophers such as: Thales, Anaximenes, and 

Heraclitus thought that fire, air, water, and earth were the main elements. Aristotle believed the opposites 

in nature: hot, cold, moist, and dry are the main elements since they create fire, air, water and earth. 

 

Aristotle, born 384 BC in Greece, held that one of the four simple bodies: earth, air, fire, and water is 

created when two of the four elements: hot, cold, dry, and moist are combined, leading to the idea that 

substances can be changed by altering one of their elemental properties. 

 

Aristotle’s theory of the elements holds that four simple bodies made up all matter. These simple bodies 

were made from prime matter arranged according to four qualities. Despite disagreeing with 

contemporary atomists, this introduced the idea of elementary particles arranging themselves into 

complex structures.  

 

Aristotle, born in 384 B.C. in Thrace, was primarily a philosopher yet also developed elemental concepts 

that modern scientists view as regressive.  Scientifically speaking, he believed in four opposite elements 

hot-cold and dry-moist (connoting softness and hardness) that gave rise to the four simple bodies: fire, air, 

water, and earth.  

 

For over 2000 years, many Greeks believed that earth, air, fire, and water were the four basic elements. 

Aristotle, more of a philosopher than a chemist, had agreed that there were four basic elements but they 

were hot, dry, cold, and moist, which the simple bodies were derived from. 

 

Aristotle’s four bodies are earth, air, fire and water. During the century 300BC – 200BC in Greece, 

Aristotle agreed with the philosopher Anaximander that the opposites were hot, moist, cold, and dry. 

Aristotle called these the elements, asserting that the four simple bodies were created from a combination 

of these elements. 
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Aristotle disagreed with the four elements of other Greek philosophers. He believed that the four elements 

were hot, dry, wet, and cold, which could then combine to form the elements that other philosophers 

believed in: earth, air, water, and fire. 

 

Aristotle born in 384 B.C. in Stagira, believed in 4 elements earth, air, fire, and water which he also called 

the “simple bodies”. These elements were created by 4 qualities, dry, hot, cold, and moist. Aristotle’s 

basic idea of the elements was the early concept of the periodic table. 

 

 


